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Agenda recommendations for a change to the current Softball Advisory rules and policies. 

 

Current Rule/Policy: State the rule/policy as it appears in the current Rules and Policies 

Manual:  Softball currently has a 20 game maximum played on 20 or fewer dates. 

 

Submit your proposed change to the above-stated rule/policy: An increase of the maximum to 24 

contests in a season, but requiring the games be played on no more than 20 dates. Schools would be 

encouraged to schedule doubleheaders and/or weekend tournaments to reach the 24 games and 

therefore, not miss any more class time. The 24 games in 20 dates would be optional for schools. 

 

Identify your rationale for the proposed change: 1 - By allowing 24 games to be scheduled, there is a 

greater chance that schools are going to get at least 20 games played each spring. 

2 – By scheduling the 20 dates, it allows greater flexibility in adjusting single games to doubleheaders, 

later in the season, due to postponements. 

3 – As teams get moved to new Sections or Conferences, this allows for traditional opponents to still 

schedule each other. 

4 — This would allow teams more flexibility in non-conference scheduling to build a competitive 

schedule. 

5 – This proposal allows teams with larger rosters, to give more players opportunities to play. Schools 

with smaller rosters can opt to schedule less than 24 games or use less than 20 dates. 

6 – Schools located in the northern part of the state may gain the opportunity to travel to the southern 

school districts, providing the opportunity to play and make it more cost effective, by playing two or 

three games. 

7 – Other states in the Upper Midwest have the opportunity to play more contests than Minnesota. 

8 – We have worked with the Baseball Association in establishing this proposal for both sports. 

9 – This would be for the Varsity programs only. 

 

Cite an example of how the proposed change would affect this activity: Currently many softball teams 

play 14-18 conference games. This limits flexibility in competitive non-conference scheduling. Adding 4 

games without adding dates may allow a team such as Stillwater, that plays an 18 game conference 

schedule, to add a 3-game tournament on a Saturday. This would likely increase opportunities for more 

players to compete and for the school to create a better overall schedule. 

 

How does your proposal impact: 

a. the tournament administration: This proposal does not impact section tournament play. 

 

b. the change in competition time needed to accommodate your recommendation: It could add four 

games without adding dates. We would encourage doubleheaders and/or tournaments on 

Friday/Saturday. 

 

c. the number of competitors: In softball, this would likely increase playing and pitching opportunities 



for more players. 

 

d. the facilities needed to accommodate your recommendation: The same facilities would be used. 

Schools with multiple fields might be more likely to host Friday or Saturday tournaments. 

 

e. the number of awards: This proposal does not impact awards. 

 

f. other items which should be considered regarding the above-stated proposal: We feel this is going to 

provide schools with great flexibility in getting in 24 games, if they choose to do so. Due to challenging 

Minnesota weather, allowing schools to schedule these additional contests, may assist in allowing teams 

to get in at least 20 games. This could be beneficial to Activity Directors, Umpires, Transportation 

Departments, and allowing teams to maximize their playing opportunities. The traveling costs will be 

more efficient. 

 

We surveyed our coaches and received replies from 71% of all coaches.  Those replies were 65% in favor 

of this proposal. 
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